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Gravitational Collapse

Consider a spherical isolated cloud
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Gravitational Collapse
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Dense ISM cloud has n�100 �1000cm�3 T �30K

��J �4 pc; MJ �600 solar masses



Gravitational Collapse

Stars form by FRAGMENTATION vs. monolithic 
collapse of interstellar clouds!

As density increases, new instability can form substructure

� �1�new�0 and smaller fragment collapses
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Gravitational Collapse

Isolated “spherical cloud”









Gravitational Collapse

What sets the RATE of collapse?

Must radiate energy to make �  larger.
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Gravitational Collapse

Rate of collapse depends on luminosity L 
that in turn depends on ability of protostar 

to transport heat from interior:

Early phases-convection-rapid energy 
trnasport-fast collapse (<1 Myr)

Later phases, radiation, approaches Kelvin-
Helmholtz time scale as nuclear burning 

begins

Total formation time to nuclear 
burning star <25 Myr for solar mass 

star



Angular Momentum



Angular Momentum

J � mv tangentalr
All protostellar systems will be 

rotating; higher angular momentum 
material collapses along cylinders to 

conserve J

Protostars surrounded by DISKS--
sites of PLANET FORMATION



Collapse ~ along cylinders 
keeps J~constant



Constellation Orion

Stellar nurseries



Orion Nebula--Young 
Stellar Region; Age <3 Myr









Multiple observations support 
presence of disks around lower 

mass protostars and “young stellar 
objects” (YSOs).

If planets form in circumstellar 
disks, then planet formation 

may be common.



Jets from 
protostar in 
Orion taken 
with the 
VLT





















Solar system--remnants of a disk: ~coplanar, all planets orbit in 
same direction







Tilted spin axis --> collisions!





Is the solar system REALLY a 
typical planetary system?







Is the solar system REALLY a 
typical planetary system?

Not clear--giant planets 
can exist near their 

stars



Interactions within disks may lead to PLANET 
MIGRATION where giant planets move 

inwards



Solar systems are not unusual 
and are natural side-products of 

star formation.

BUT            frequency of 
solar systems like ours with 

terrestrial planets remains to be 
determined 
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